
ARTS FESTIVAL BUSINESS PLAN

Putting a festival business plan together can be time-consuming â€” but it's well worth the effort. Here's what to include
in your festival business.

Recently The Alliance "arthouse" Cinema on Lincoln Road closed, so the Cinematheque is filling an
important gap in alternative programming. The financial plan needs to be realistic in terms of projected
revenues and include all likely expenses from tent rentals to band fees. The Miami Beach Cinematheque will
be different. The music industry is broad and includes classical, country, pop, rock and roll, and many others.
These forms of promotion include use of radio, television, and print advertisements throughout the greater
New York metropolitan area. Strategic Analysis with current research! CONTEXT South Africans for
internationally funded works in South Africa, society, and also offers opportunities for South Africans but if
this fluctuates significantly, it may impact on the budget to contribute constructively to debate about their
cultures Political forecasting for the festival. South Africa. Doe has more than 10 years of experience in the
music industry. In addition 27 Volksblad sponsors publicity for the festival, as international artists were
supported: 18 White well as office space. This is primarily attributed to the fact that the demand for musical
festivals and its associated services have become exponentially more complicated as the number of new
technologies and artistic media have increased. Prior to the onset of operations, the business will aggressively
develop ongoing relationships with booking agents throughout the country to ensure that artists will begin to
appear at hosted events as soon as the Company begins operations. Since content of the festival and its annual
program. The estimated local economic impact of the festival is more than R million annually. The
Cinematheque will be a base to utilize, enjoy, learn, and discover. This section of the business plan should not
span more than 1 page. Finding the right venue is critical to success because a site that is too small will lead to
potential disaster. Doe is not seeking an investment from a third party at this time. The province of origin in
was Free State 3. Music Festival, Inc. Many cities require upfront fees before giving event approval, assuming
the event is held on city streets. She is a regular editor for ABC news. Arts Festival is financially robust and
viable. Currently, the economic market condition in the United States is moderate. More than productions
inception in July  There are 6, businesses that provide these services to entertainers via the hosting of events,
individual performances, and musical festivals. This slowdown in the economy has also greatly impacted real
estate sales, which has halted to historical lows. Since the festival has become a key national hub for site
specific and interdisciplinary work, including hosting artists from all over the world. Below is an overview of
the marketing strategies and objectives of the Music Festival. Planner and operator experience in arranging
and managing music festivals Event staff infrastructure for office operations, event planning, and onsite music
festival operations Insurance requirements for festival liability, cancellation due to unanticipated events, space
damage, etc. Target audience, i. However, if you have hundreds of items, condense your product list
categorically. This encompasses analysis Technology, Salamanca Arts Centre, Tasmania through producers
attend the festival. Previously known as the Volksblad Arts Festival and Vryfees, the festival established itself
as Tickets for theatre productions are sold via a major South African arts festival since its Computicket.
Through our diverse range of programs, a fresh experience for frequent visitors will provide an ongoing
development in the appreciation, enjoyment, and education that the Cinematheque offers. Artist: Francois
Knoetze. We do this Currently income is generated through art by bringing people together; supporting great
markets, ticket sales, sponsorship, philanthropy, art; developing artists and audiences; driving grants and other
fundraising activities. Our hard core film audience will be pleased to know that programming will be aimed in
their direction, but with a different package. Find out who your competitors are by searching online directories
and searching in your local Yellow Pages. Lesotho, Swaziland, Zaire and Zambia and forging new ones
Knowledge and skills To grow the brand we are presenting a more diverse with Egypt, Ghana, Kenya, Nigeria,
Uganda and Senegal programme which includes productions representing a The staff and volunteers of the
Vrystaat Arts Festival have most prominently through the Pan-African Creative Exchange wider racial and age
demographic; presenting more young experience in South African and international cultural - PACE. Through
consultation with the Khoi and San, the Conferences and forums as part of the festival, also use these festival
features appropriate ceremonies to open events, with facilities to link in international speakers who may not
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have participants also partaking in key forums held at the festival. Most likely, the Company will hire a
qualified business broker to sell the business on behalf of the Music Festival. Through his expertise, he will be
able to bring the operations of the business to profitability within its first year of operations. This website will
also feature functionality so that people can directly purchase tickets to hosted events directly from the
Company. Based on historical numbers, the business could fetch a sales premium of up to 3 to 7 times the
previous years earnings.


